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AS A RESULT of !a series of activities and
research studies aimed at understanding

the concepts and dynamics of community health
planning, the Community Action Studies Proj-
ect (CASP) of the National Commission on
Community Health Services (NCCHS) offered
a major recommendation regarding adoption of
an "action-planning" concept (1):
The nature of today's society and the complexities of

health and other community services require a broad
approach to planning and action which can be fitted
to each particular community situation, yet is in har-
mony with broader trends and is capable of further
development and change. Planning is an action process
and is basic to development and maintenance of quality
community health services. Action-planning for health
should be community-wide in area, continuous in na-
ture, comprehensive in scope, all-inclusive in design,
coordinative in function, and adequately staffed.

Hence, we might conclude that planning (or
action-planning) has achieved a high degree of
consensus, at least in principle, within leader-
ship structures in the health field and among
most of the people involved in community health
activities. Considerable confusion exists, how-
ever, about what planning for health services
actually is.
A review of health planning literature, even

the reports published as a result of NCCHS
studies, reveals few specific definitions of plan-
ning and its particular relationship to the task
of improving the public's health. In the pre-
viously cited CASP report (1), we in the proj-
ect enumerated the dimensions that we con-

sidered especially important in action-planning;
that is, to have an action-planning mechanism,
that it represents the total conununity (in the
regional sense of the word), that it operates
continuously, that its subject matter is compre-
hensive, that it is inclusive in order to deal with
the interrelatedness of various health and non-
health concerns, and that ilts function is co-
ordinative in order to overcome fragmentation
of responsibility and programing.
A recent policy statement by an American

Public Health Association subcommittee on
comprehensive health planning likewise pro-
vides guidelines for organizing State and area-
wide community health planning activities, but
fails to rigorously define planning as a con-
cept (2).
Our basic purposes in this paper, therefore,

are to offer a definition of planning, to suggest
ways of looking at objectives in comprehensive
health planning, to differentiate among differ-
ent forms and methods commonly encountered
in health planning today, and to summarize
some of our experiences in the CASP program
of 21 community health self-studies which illus-
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trate planning concepts and provide operational
insights for those engaging in elements of com-
prehensive community health planning.

What Is Planning?
It is simple enough to say that planning will

solve the many problems with which we are
confronted; it is much more difficult to realize
a goal of problem resolution. What do we mean
by planning and, more specifically, by compre-
hensive community health planning? Literally,
planning is an attempt at rationally calculated
action to achieve a goal while, at the same time,
maximizing efficiency. To most people, planning
is simply the development of a plan-a blue-
print-of what "ought" to be done based on all
facts of the situation.
This is especially true in industry. An auto-

mobile company, for example, plans how many
vehicles and what types to manufacture and at
what price to offer them to the public. Planning
in this case is based on estimates of cost and
demand market factors, objectives and resources
of the company, and so forth.
Some health workers try to apply this ra-

tional, economic model to the health world by
techniques such as operations research; plan-
ning, programing, and budgeting; or cost bene-
fit analysis, in order to maximize the ratio be-
tween inputs into the health system and out-
comes of it. These techniques are useful, but
comprise only a part of planning. Whereas these
techniques usually start with a statement of ob-
jectives or allocation of resources and end with
a decision for a course of action from among
several alternatives, complete planning starts
from a cultural value base and culminates in
actioni.
Techniques which are useful to planning in

one situation may not be appropriate in another.
Operations research, for example, may be use-
ful in an administratively monolithic system,
but it is relatively less useful in a pluralistic sys-
tem characterized by many autonomous groups
and agencies working within the same domain,
often with conflicting values and goals.
There are some fundamental differences be-

tween the kinds of planning exemplified by the
automobile industry or by the individual who
plans a blueprint for his home and social and
health planning. First, in the health field there

is a basic difference in terms of the social struc-
ture of the subsystem-a pluralistic system con-
taining many organizations, each having a part
in health care but lacking a single superordinate
power. In industry, a company has a monolithic
administrative system in which the parts relate
to the corporate board of directors and the man-
agement. Second, this pluralistic health system
gives rise to considemrble disagreement as to
goals-unlike the more simple and direct profit
motive of industry. An even more fundamental
difference may lie in who is making the deci-
sions. In industry and in the house blueprint,
plans are made by one for himself or for his
own group-family or business. It is different
when one plans for someone else, as in the case
of a community group planning health services
for others in the community, regardless of the
laudable motives of the planners or the wisdom
of their plans.
Dimensions of planning may also vary in pur-

pose, subject matter, scope, depth, formality,
time, area covered, and so forth. However, the
basic elements of the planning process are ap-
plicable to all dimensions.
The following definition of planning is ge-

nerically applicable to all methods of planning:
Planning is a decision making process, culmi-
nating in action, in which 10 sets of decisions
and action are made, starting from a definition
of values, through definitions of problems, pri-
orities, objectives, and activities, and culminat-
ing in aotion implementation and evaluation.
The 10 decisions in planning are made con-

sciously or subconsciously by planners and can
be viewed as follows:

Decision 1: The ideal, based on the cultural
value system, is described. All planning starts
with values held by our culture. For example, we
agree that infant mortality is bad and we take
steps to lower the mortality rate. But why do
we do this? Some value instilled within us tells
us infant mortality is bad and we should not
ignore it; another culture might not have the
same view. This first decision, about values and
value systems, is often not recognized in health
planning, yet it is the genesis of planning, giv-
ing us the "shoulds" upon which we base our
work.

Decision 2: For the parameters identified in
decision 1, estimates are made of the conditions
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that would exist at some future time in the
absence of intervention. Hence, planning is fu-
ture-oriented in that we are deciding not about
present problems exclusively, but anticipating
future ones.
Decison 3: Perceived problems are identi-

fied by estimating the discrepancy between
results of decisions 1 and 2. Using infant mor-
tality as an example, the extent of the problem
is determined by the difference in the magnitude
of the estimated future death rate and that
which we ideally want. If we estimate that the
infant death rate would be 25 per 1,000 in 10
years without intervention, and the ideal is 10
per 1,000, the discrepancy is 15 per 1,000.

Decision 4: Priorities are set based on (a)
perceptions of need, identified through decision
3, and (b) constraints imposed by the plausibil-
ity of intervention-lack of resources or tech-
nology or both.
For example, we may think death is bad, but

nevertheless inevitable. Although we cannot
eliminate death, we may believe we can modify
somewhat the circumstances of death-the con-
ditions under which a person dies or time of
death. In recent years, communicable diseases
have diminished as a cause of death and chronic
illnesses have replaced them. The place of death
has been largely changed from the nursery to
the nursing home through disease control pro-
grams. Thus, the fourth decision in the plan-
ning process requires establishment of priorities
based on the problems perceived as the result of
the previous three decisions. Of course, the
assumption is that allocations must be made
among scarce resources, necessitating priority
setting. If resources were unlimited there would
be no need to set priorities.

Decision 5: Objectives are set, based on the
decided priorities. These objectives are descrip-
tions of the conditions we intend to result from
our planning efforts. Again, constraints will
limit objectives. For example, although we
might like to eliminate infant mortality, we
realize this is impossible; therefore, we set our
objectives more realistically to reduce infant
deaths to some specified level which is adjudged
to be "tolerable." The objectives set will be less
than ideal, but somewhat better than they would
have been without our planned intervention.

Decision 6: Activities are enumerated which

are believed will result in achievement of our
objectives, specified in decision 5. Here we must
distinguish the objectives, conditions of people
or the environment toward which we are aim-
ing, from activities-the methods by which we
achieve the objectives. This distinction, dis-
cussed in detail in a recent article on program
evaluation (3), is equally crucial to the plan-
ning process.

Decision 7: A course of action is selected
from among alternate courses open to us that is
believed will lead to our objectives. Several
courses of action can be taken-different activ-
ities or different paths to the goals. Among these
paths, we must choose which we desire-a criti-
cal step in the planning process.
Decision 8: Resources are allocated to allow

us to undertake the program activities. The
greatest plan without a budget or tangible
resources is meaningless; hence, resources are
required and must be allocated.
Decision 9: Resources are mobilized for

action implementation. Having the resources
available to conduct a program is different from
mobilizing them into an effective and efficient
program. This is especially true of the health
field where money is only one kind of resource
necessary for organization and delivery of
health services. Equally important are the
recruitment of personnel (paid or volunteer),
enlisting the cooperation of the people necessary
for carrying out the program (including the
clients themselves), and the actual organization
of the details of the program activities.
Decsion 10: Activities are implemented and

evaluation undertaken as the end product in the
planning process. In the final analysis, action
that results from the development of plans
constitutes the payoff for community health
services and the improved health of the pop-
ulace. Members of the Community Action
Studies Project of NCCHS considered action
so important in this process that they used the
term "action-planning" to emphasize the con-
cept. Realistically, community action consists of
a series of decisions to cooperate on the part of
the several agencies whose support and activities
are crucial to the program.
To summarize at this point, planning is con-

ceived as a continuous decision making process
in which 10 decisions and actions are made,
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whether consciously or not. Starting from a
cultural value base, conditions in the future are
estimated, problems are identified, priorities are
determined, objectives are set, a course of action
is chosen from among alternatives, resources are
allocated, resources are organized and mobilized,
and action is taken to implement the decisions
and evaluate their success or failure.
We do not propose that each step in the plan-

ning process is completed in the exact sequence
described; continual interaction among the
various decisions takes place. The objective that
the U.S. infant death rate shall be no higher
than 15 per 1,000 live births by 1980 is not speci-
fied before considerable thought is given to
activities and resources. However, there is logic
in the sequence because certain decisions must
precede others. For example, the specific activ-
ities to be undertaken (what, when, where, how,
and by whom) are not appropriately formulated
until after objectives are specified.
Having defined planning, we may now state

the primary objective of planning-that the
health status of the public approaches the ideal
envisioned in decision 1, and that decisions be
made at each step in the planning process in a
manner that attains that objective. The
hypothesis of those who advocate planning is
that better decisions result with planning than
without it. Implicit in this reasoning is lack of
complacency with the current state of affairs.

Methods of Planning
Thus far we have discussed a definition of

planning only as a decision making process
which leads to performance of activities to ac-
complish objectives. Now we turn to the philos-
ophy and methods of planning. Who is to con-
trol the planning effort and what kinds of data
are to be used in identifying problems and set-
ting objectives and activities? We recognize that
the who and what of planning may be different
at different levels of decision making and in
different social structures. We have already dis-
cussed differences in internal planning in in-
dustry or an agency as compared with com-
munitywide planning and potential appropri-
ateness of different methods. In a self-contained,
administrative situation a highly rational
method of planning may be appropriate. If
many autonomous agencies within a community

are planning jointly, there is reasonable question
as to the advisability of the same systems anal-
ysis approach to planning.
A planning group may restrict ilts attention

to decisions 1 through 4, leaving decisions about
objectives, activities, and subsequent planning
steps to operating agencies. Or, different groups
may make decisions at the same point in the
planning process but at different levels of de-
tail or specificity. For example, a planning
group may decide that reducing infant mor-
tality is a general communitywide objective;
thereupon, various operating agencies decide on
specific objectives-a particular magnitude of
reduction in the infant death rate, perhaps in a
particular subgroup of the population.
In speaking of comprehensive community

health planning, the unit with which we are
dealing is the community, which can be thought
of as the health and medical trade area or the
community of decision-that area facing com-
mon problems and interdependencies. The ques-
tion, then, is how best to sustain a realistic,
viable planning process which has a high chance
of success in effecting appropriate decisions and
in achieving action on those decisions.
How, for example, can we acquire sufficient

information for aiding the decision making
process on a community level? From his ex-
perience with a health study in Newark, N.J.,
Harry W. Jones, an insurance executive, com-
mented in a personal communication:

They (data) have to be supplemented and interpreted.
In every community there are intelligent and informed
non-professional people who know a great deal more
than our formal statistics can ever reveal. . . . Action
is the crux of the problem and should have the greatest
emphasis . . . and action in my opinion is far more
likely to occur with respect to reasonably attainable
goals set by well-informed people even though they
are not wholly expert and some of their data are no
more than an intelligent sense of smell.

In his comments, Mr. Jones pointed up several
pertinent considerations in community plan-
ning. First, nonprofessionals know a greait deal
about their community and can be instrumental
in getting action if properly motivated. Second,
statistical data which can be useful are scarce,
leaving a statistical systems approach in jeop-
ardy if we rely on hard data alone as a basis for
planning.
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This brings up an interesting point in plan-
ning considerations. Who does know what the
community needs and what the problems are?
Public health workers usually hear about the
professionally defined "health needs" of a com-
munity, based on professional value systems. On
the other hand, we hear of health service de-
mands of the people, which may be similar to
or different from those defined by the profes-
sional. In community health planning, we must
resolve how the needs and demands are to be
determined and by whom. How we resolve these
matters will influence our mode of planning.
The method we recommend as realistic and

workable, overcoming many of the problems
mentioned heretofore, can be termed the "com-
munity organization" approach in planning.
Each person brings into a situation a frame of
reference based on his entire background of in-
formation and experience. The subjectively de-
fined needs or wants of each person, based on
his value system and experiences, are as rationaJ
as statistical data are to the researcher. If rep-
resentatives of the health community (in the
regional health and medical trade area sense of
the word) are included in the decision making
process, we can integrate the professionally de-
fined needs with the public demands, using every
source of information to arrive at decisions.
Here, the group dynamics theory of Lewin sug-
gests that a representative group of people
affected (professionals and laymen) can work
toward community consensus (or at least ma-
jority decision) as to problem identification,
needs, and realistic courses of adtion. Such con-
sensus of persons representing different interest
groups will likely reflect more accurately the
total community situation than would the con-
clusions of any one person or specialized group.
Furthermore, the resultant plan is more likely
to be implemented.
The community organization approach has

another virtue-the management of conflict. In-
evitably when several organizations are com-
peting for funds and attention, there will be
differences of opinion about what the needs are
and how they can best be met. Even though
many of the overall objectives are agreed on,
many intermediate objectives and the "how to
do it" (activities) are not so easy to resolve.
With so many different organizations, having
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conflicting individual and corporate goals, di-
verse histories, traditions, and needs, there is
bound to be legitimate difference of opinion,
different interpretation of the same events, and
different definitions of needs and suggestions
for resolving them. The commnunity organiza-
tion approach brings to light such differences
and encourages management of conflict through
the planning mechanism.
Through the community organization ap-

proach, the planning process can be conceived of
as the following two processes:

1. A political process of decision making, con-
flict resolution, and achievement of a degree of
consensus regarding allocation of scarce re-
sources, plans of action, and the important func-
tions of development of support for resulting
program plans.

2. An educational process whereby those in-
volved in planning learn more about health
problems, gain insights into the complexities of
community health affairs, and change their at-
titudes, perceptions, and behaviors as a result
of their "action." Such experience consists of
identifying problems, gathering data, and hav-
ing discussions with others in the community
who have similar or different views, and it even-
tually leads to setting goals and planning action.
Simply, this is the educational concept of learn-
ing by doing.
The community organization approach allows

for considerable flexibility and allows pro-
fessionals and laymen to participate in a demo-
cratic process, using whatever information may
be available to the group.

The CASP Experience

While the National Commission on Commu-
nity Health Services was operating during
1962-66, we in the Community Action Studies
Project had the opportunity to work with 21
communities throughout the nation, represent-
ing different sizes and different characteristics,
that conducted self-studies of their health serv-
ices. Some of these communities are continuing
their study and action programs. Based on our
observations of the studies, what the study
leaders told us, and through a series of inde-
pendent research projects aimed at understand-
ing the dynamics of community health action,
CASP identified a five-step sequence of events
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that these planning groups experienced in
the decision making process which we have
discussed.

Organization. The ultimate success or failure
of any planning process depends on the strength
of the organization doing thle planming. If ade-
quate representation of the community is not
adhieved, if those in decision mnakin-g positions
(in nonhealth as well as health fields) are not
meaningfully involved, if there is not adequate
opportunity for gatlherinig an-d interpreting rele-
vant facts along withl sufficient democratic. dis-
cussion before makinig the decisions, then the
plaiming efforts will likely be less than success-
ful-in fact they may be deleterious. Getting
(4) showed that it is possible to invsolv-e leading
decisioii mnakers in the community, as his group
did in the Michigan Community Health Serv-
ices Study. Likewise, as a result of the CASP
process analysis efforts, Wilson (5) identified
the influence of the mix of business, political,
and professional leaders in the actioni-planniiing
efforts as a correlate to success in planning. The
absolute necessity for strong organization can-
not be overemphasized in comprehensive com-
munity health planning.

Factflnding. The second step, is the collection
and use of adequate, relevant, and accurate facts
upon wlich to base decisions. As we indicated
earlier, these facts mnay comiie fromia v-ariety of
sources in a variety of forms. Some of the
"facts" with wlhich a group deals mnay be the
subjective feelings of the people wlho make up
the commiunity, the political and economic sit-
uations, anid the attitudes anid motivations of the
community residents (obviouisly iniclinig thlose
of the professionials). It. would indeed be foolish
to ignore any informlation that can be brought
to bear on the problems. WVithin thle contexzt of
our emphlasis on develop-ment of objectives in
the plaanniiig process, it is important that fact-
findinig efforts should attempt first to determine
the trueL extent of the health problems-thle in-
cidence anid prevalence of disease and disabil-
ity-as a baseline from wlhicll to set realistic
objectives, and to decide oni the kincds of activi-
ties which must be developed to correct the defi-
ciencies. One way to conisider fac-ts (about
commuinity lhealtlh services is contained in the
American Puiblic Health Association's "AX Self-
Study Guiide for Community ITealthl Ation-

Plamning"' (6) wlhichl was developed by the
NCCHS.
Analysis and interpretation. After the facts

have been collected and organized logically, they
must be analyzed and imiterpreted in the light of
commtmity values, perceived needs, readiness of
the commnuLity to act, and resources available.
Undoubtedly, some meimbers will disagree as to
the meaning of the data and what to do about
conditions observed. For every suggested course
of action, there will be alternate courses that
may be just as good. During this phase of the
planning process the educational impact of the
situation emerges, anid the political process of
conflict resolution-of give and itake-and of
decision making amoong alternate feasible
courses of action takes place at the fullest.
Goal setting. Specific goals and priorities for

actioni must be developed and the planniing
group must be speicific as to with whom the re-
sponsibility lies for initiating action and the
time franie (imumediate or long range). In an
analysis of comnuinity health studies conducted
during the past decade (7), we in CASP dis-
cov-ered, to our chagrini, tlhat many groups never
progress beyoiid the primary stage of identify-
ing needs. Too ofteni they do not identify appro-
priate corrective or preventive action, nior do
they specify the ageiicies or people who should
initiate action. The result is that everybody's
blusiness becomes nobody's business, and the
study report gathers dust on the library shelf-
at wIaste of time, money, and energy of those who
participated.
Action and e i?alaation. Although some people

believe that planning does not have aii action
componienit, we believ-e that action is so much a
part of the plannning process that it cannot be
ignored. In fact, we in CASP wrote actionl into
the name of planning when we coined the term
"action-planning" (1). As the plannling group
sets the overall objectives and specific action ob-
jectives, it also slhould follow through withl an
action. plaii whiclh outlines thle objectives, how
they caii be achieved, by whom and when, plus
l)uilt-in evaliiatiomi to guide in measurinig the
accomplishment of the objectives. Hoowever,
since communities and their people and institu-
tions are dynamic and constantly changing, no
sinigle plani or blueprint will be applicable to
all, nor will a plan remain relevant for an ex-
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tended period. As soon as a plan has been
adopted, it will be slightly (or even moderately)
outdated because of ever-occurring changes. Al-
though there is merit in writing the objectives
down as benchmarks, the mere specification of
a plan does not mean that the planning cycle
is completed. This is why we stress that plan-
ning is a flexible, continuous process of decision
making and action which often deals with a
concept of incremental changes rather than the
concept of a static master plan.

Benefits of Planning

The ultimate question regarding any concept
or method of planning is: Will it work? Skep-
tics, who doubt the feasibilitv of communiity
planning in health or in any other field, cite the
self-interests of actors in the health field; that
interest groups carve out domains and guard
them "like fiefdoms." Some persons doubt that
the coordination and cooperation so essential to
comprehensive action-planning can function ef-
fectively in a pluralistic, democratic society.
Some of these critics advocate centralized con-
trol as a precondition to achieve action, and thev
invariably call for more scientifically rational
decision making coupled with legal controls
commensurate with effecting the plans.
We cannot disagree with the critics about the

pluralistic, fragmented patterns within the
present-day health system, nor can we ignore the
many conflicts and special vested interests. Nor
do we disagree that more rational decision mak-
ing is in order. However, some critical philo-
sophical and pragmatic questions must be raised.
What is the alternative to the conmmunity orga-
nization approach? If the alternative is cen-
tralization, then who is to control the planning
process? Who is to make the binding decisions?
How are we to achieve cooperation and involve-
ment of users and providers of services without
encountering disabling resistance to change? Do
we really know enough about what we are rec-
ommending and the consequences at any one
point in time to make sudden radical changes?
Will the community organization approach

to comprehensive community health planning
work? Based on nearly 4 years of recent experi-
ence in working with 21 communities in the
CASP program, we say, "Yes."
Some characteristics of the planning process

are seen as benefits by some people and limi-
tations 'by others, however. Following are five
such characteristics which we shouild recognize
and cope with in the planning process:

1. Realistic planning depends on wide repre-
sentation of people in the community. Obviously
it is impossible to involve everybody in the plani-
ning, therefore there must be a selection of par-
ticipants to represent the Whole.

2. As a result of planning, there will be some
loss of autonomy and sovereignty even though
the decision making process may be democratic.
This can cause great concern among the partic-
ipating organizations.

3. If decisions are implemented which limit
the practice of laissez-faire, someone will be af-
fected; there will be at least some restraint and
loss of individual freedom for the common
good. These inevitable changes and restraints
will solve some problems, but undoubtedly will
introduce different ones.

4. Planning will change certain orgainiza-
tional configurations and will realine some of
the traditional power structure relationships.
The result wiill be that some people will lhave
been displaced by t.he planning process.

5. Planning, by definition, works from a
value base. There are inevitable value conflicts
in our heterogeneous society. The planning proc-
ess will heighten awareness to conflicts and may
lead to schisms and antagonisms among health
workers.
During the latter days of the commissioni's

work, the leaders of the 21 community studies
(laymen and professionals) were asked to re-
view the results of their experiences-what they
had done, how they had handled their respective
planning efforts, what they would do differently
if they had another chance, what they accom-
plished, and how they would advise others wlho
were contemplating a similar planniing en-
deavor. The following are samples of their
responses.

First, in virtually every study, it was possible
to define a multijurisdictional health service
community and to achieve functional regional
planning relationships. T'he community typi-
cally encompassed several towns, counties, and
even States; thus groupis were able to plan as a
regional entity, subsequently integrating overall
policies into separate administrative prograns.
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Many communities took approximately 1 year
to achieve organizational consensus to engage
in a planning effort (this was before P.L. 89-
749) and another 2 years from the organiza-
tional phase until the groups had arrived at the
point of publishing a plan-time factors par-
alleled size of community, with the more com-
plex communities obviously having more delays,
since there were more individuals and agencies
to involve and coordinate. Communities of dif-
ferent sizes had different kinds of problems.
The large communities had difficulty in identi-
fying leadership groups as they were often
fragmented and their leaders usually lived in
the suburbs rather than in the central city. The
small communities had difficulties in locating
sufficient personnel and data to engage in
planning. Yet in such situations, paths were
inevitably found and major difficulties were
overcome.
Two kinds of goals were achieved:
1. Tangible, brick and mortar goals were

achieved-an Oklahoma county is now develop-
ing a county health department (the result of
voting a mill levy) among other achievements.
A Tennessee community voted, by a margin of
4 to 1, to pass a 1 cent sales tax, half to be de-
voted to health and welfare and half to educa-
tion as a result of concerted community concern
and action resulting from the planning efforts.
A southern metropolis is now fluoridating its
water supply and providing dental care for its
indigent population. Another community has
blocked the efforts of a few persons to construct
an unneeded pediatric hospital. Laws regard-
ing mental commitment were modernized in one
State; this action was attributed to pressures
resulting from the planning efforts of two com-
munities. These are a few of the tangible results
within the first year of implementation of plan-
ning reported to CASP.

2. A second kind of achievement cannot be
described in the brick and mortar terms, but
nevertheless represents significant accomplish-
ment from the point of view of the health lead-
ership. This accomplishment includes (a) coor-
dination of services and planning-"people are
now talking to each other for the first time," (b)
community awareness of health problems and
needs, developing new and enlightened concern
in a wider segment of the population and con-

sequent development of more broadly based
community support, and (c) development of re-
gional planning mechanisms and the requisite
interjurisdictional relationships for planning
on a long range, continuing basis.
In our experience, many community health

needs and problems on which action was initi-
ated in the 21 communities were not unknown
to health leaders at the time planning was
started. The planning mechanism became a ve-
hicle for articulation of perceived needs by lay-
men and professionals, often for the first time.
This is a crucial step in the readiness of a com-
munity to take appropriate health action, ac-
cording to results of our study of community
readiness. Researchers Goldstein and Agger (8)
visualized readiness of a community to take
action as being composed of a triad of (a)
leadership awareness, (b) citizen awareness, and
(c) existence of a mechanism in which aware-
ness and demands can be brought together and
resolved in a constructive manner.
Of course, planning will not automatically

insure success or initiate action. In all com-
munities with which we worked, there are
numerous goals yet to be realized; there have
been disappointments, yet none of their exper-
iences can be classified as complete success or
complete failure.
Major issues, conflicts, and controversies

faced, as reported by study leaders, included
(a) apprehension about the aims, goals, and
reasons for planning resulting partly from a
fear of control, fear of loss of agency autonomy,
and lack of perception of any dysfunction in
present health programs, (b) the issue of com-
munitywide planning per se, in which basic
questions were raised about governmental and
private relationships and responsibilities along
with resistance to planning and sharing data
necessary for decision making, (c) struggles for
power and influence resulting from personality
conflicts, political fears about possible findings,
special interests, and acceptability of majority
rule on specific proposals, and (d) lack of in-
terest-complacency with the status quo was
an issue in some places.
How were these conflicts overcome and a

favorable climate for implementation estab-
lished? Three primary strategies were used,
(a) involvement along two axes-involving de-
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cision makers in the planning efforts and includ-
ing representatives of geographic areas, (b) ex-
tensive use of the mass media to interpret the
activities and findings of the planning group,
and (c) personal persuasion and interpretation
of the purposes and activities of the planning
process by those participating.
Among the primary factors considered re-

sponsible for successful planning was the in-
volvement of the "right" people in the process.
Organization and structure of the planning
group, which facilitated this involvement and
appropriate decision making, was mentioned
as another key element, as was obtaining the
cooperation of various agencies and groups and
a wide range of citizen support. The specifica-
tion of objectives, narrowing broad objectives
into workable programs, was considered another
factor facilitating achievement.

Discussion

Several themes became apparent from the
work of CASP and the commission as a whole.

1. No single agency or group at local, State,
regional, or national level has exclusive domain
and unfettered responsibility for health in a
community. Many groups have legitimate claim
to health programs and valuable contributions
to make. The key, therefore, is to plan and de-
velop health programs within a community on
a cooperative, coordinated, logical basis in or-
der to minimize overlap and duplication of
efforts and to plug any existing gaps in services.

2. Health is a total community affair. Local
people have great potential for developing real-
istic solutions to their problems if they organize
on a community level, involve a wide range of
the citizenry, and seek advice and counsel
from many sources within and outside the
community.

3. Local, State, and national bodies must
work as partners with communities in helping
them to achieve their health goals-we call the
relationship "partners in progress." Too long
we have called the Federal Government "they"
and the local government "we." All levels of
government, private enterprise, and voluntary
agencies are interdependent and must work to-
gether for the common good. Each group has a
unique contribution to make in this partnership.
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4. Health problems are no respecters of artifi-
cial or arbitrary political jurisdictional bound-
aries. Solving current health problems requires
a coordinated approach, which transcends tra-
ditional boundary lines and is organized on a
geographic basis comparable to the magnitude
of the problem and sufficient resources. Usually
one town, city, or county des not have the re-
sources to cope with health needs if it acts alone,
whereas several working together can effect
solutions. The area we are suggesting has vari-
ously been called the "health and medical trade
area" or "community of solution."

5. Regional action-planning is a prerequisite
to logical development of community health
services. The action-pilanning process consists of
a number of identifiable steps, previously men-
tioned. It is important that action-plans are im-
plemented, and that study reports and plans are
not shelved.

6. Health is not an isolated community issue;
health is intertwined with issues such as eco-
nomic development, education, transportation,
welfare, race relations, and other concerns. One
cannot discusss health matters without consider-
ing these other subject areas, since health is an
aspect of each of these issues, and vice versa.
Therefore, health should be studied within the
context of total community development.

Summary

Community health planning is a 10-step deci-
sion making process which is both political and
educational. It is a process by which problems,
objectives, and program activities are articu-
lated, resources are allocated, and support is de-
veloped to implement agreed-on programs. Its
outcome is action to implement the plans accru-
ing from the process. Participants in the process
learn by doing-by discovering and assimilat-
ing facts, by analyzing and interpreting them in
light of the community situation, and by demo-
cratically discussing and ultimately deciding
what to do about deficiencies discovered. The
planning process is a way to integrate needs. as
professionally defined, with demands, as defined
by consumers of services, and to balance the
various forces in the community into an inte-
grated whole. Differences and conflicts which
emerge in community health planning can be
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managed througlh political processes, using
planning data as a common baseline of
understanidinig.
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Register of Information Sources on Toxicology
The Library of Cong,ress is interested in registering all organiza-

tions, inlstitultions, groups, or specialists witlh knowledge or informa-
tional conmpetence in ainy aspect of toxicology. The project is being
unidertaken by the Library's National Referral Center for Science
and Teclhlnology with support from the Toxicology Information
Programn of the iNational Library of Aedictine.

IData gatlhered will become a, part of the Center's comprehensive
register of iniform-iationi resources. The Center uses its current collec-
tioni of more than 8,700 information resources to provide a, continuing
referral service, directingy those who need information on a particular
subject to those organizations or persons witlh specialized knowledge
on that suibject. The Center also issues directories wlicih cover broad
and specific suibject fields and analyzes the nation's scientific
informiiation network.

Persons wlho wish to register their specialized capabilities, in toxi-
cology slhould call or write the National Referral Center for Science
and Technology, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20549
(telephone: area code 202, 967-8341).
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